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Abstract: Large-scale network attacks will bring great damage to the network. Although the existing detection systems are able to
detect a large number of known attacks, when facing large-scale network attacks, log data generated by these systems usually increases
rapidly, which forms vast amount of alert information in a short period of time. This paper researches on picking up alert information
efficiently and timely, which is an important need. According to the characteristics of intrusion detection log, we put forward the method
of using incremental mining algorithm of closed sequential patterns with gap constraints - cispan algorithm to analyze the growing log
database, we also compare the performance of cispan algorithm, prefixspan algorithm and clospan algorithm in analyzing intrusion
detection log, and proves that cispan algorithm has higher efficiency in analyzing alert log.
Keywords: alert analysis, sequential pattern, gap constraint, closed sequential pattern, incremental mining algorithm of closed
sequential patterns.

1 Introduction
With a rapid development of network, network security is
becoming more and more important. The attack
techniques and tools of hackers become increasingly
complicated and varied. Some hackers have been able to
carry out some large-scale network attack. The
well-known BT site - Mininova has suffered a large-scale
botnet attack across three continents recently. Although
the existing detection systems are able to detect a large
number of known attacks, when facing large-scale
network attacks, log data generated by these systems
usually increases rapidly, which forms vast amount of
alert information in a short period of time. How
effectively and timely to pick up useful alert information
from the large amount of alert log data is a complicated
and meaningful work.
Many complicated intrusions have a fixed time sequences,
such as when a hacker attacks, at first he often scans port,
executes some specific codes to get special permission,
carries out an attack [1] and so on, these acts will leave
the same alert sequences in alert log. Picking up alert
sequences above has an important guidingsignificance to
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analyze the true purpose of intruder. In order to accurately
pick up the alert sequence, incremental mining algorithm
of closed sequential patterns with gap constraints - cispan
algorithm will be used in this paper to the analysis of alert
log, it find high frequency of frequent sequential patterns,
then analyzes the contract between the alert information.
This paper also compares the performance of cispan
algorithm, prefixspan algorithm and clospan algorithm in
analyzing alert log, and proves that cispan algorithm has
higher efficiency in analyzing the alert log.
In section 2, the related work about alert log analysis and
sequence mining are introduced, in section 3, the related
definitions and content of cispan algorithm are given, in
section 4, how to use cispan algorithm to analyze alert
log, and the performance comparison of cispan algorithm,
clospan algorithm and prefixspan algorithm are also
presented, finally, our conclusions of this paper are
summarized in section 5.

2 Related Work
Some scholars at home and abroad have done some
research work on analyzing intrusion detection log, and
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have achieved some results. Peng Ning, et al. put forward
alert correlation analysis methods based on the
precondition and subsequent results [2], and did research
on a series of methods to analyze the alert correlation of
large sets data. But this method requires a lot of expert
knowledge, it’s scalability is not strong and can’t prevent
new attacks. The adaptive alert correlation model A3PC
based on pattern mining and cluster analysis was
proposed by Zhihong Tian in his paper [1], he introduced
the idea of anomaly detection into the problem of alert
correlation, but this model needs to build a ”normal” alert
model and is easy to cause erroneous judgment. Yijun
Sun, et al. put forward methods based on pattern mining,
sequential patterns mining and so on to analyze alert log
[3], but the method is too generalization, lacks pertinence,
and will generate the number of redundant even useless
information.
In the past ten years, a large number of experts and
scholars have done research on sequential patterns mining
algorithm, and put forward many algorithm, such as GPS,
SPADE. Prefixspan algorithm uses the patterns-growth
method instead of the previous method of generating
candidate frequent patterns, it generates frequent prefix
patterns, gets projection database which corresponds to
the prefix patterns by projecting, then continues to search
for the frequent sequential patterns in the projection
database and connects with the prefix patterns to get
frequent patterns, but sequential patterns mining
algorithm can mine full set of frequent sequential patterns
sets in the database of sequential patterns. Closed
sequential patterns mining can get the same information
as sequential patterns mining, but contains less and more
compact sequential patterns. In research of closed
sequential patterns algorithm Xifeng Yang, Jianyogn
Wang, et al. put forward closed sequential patterns mining
algorithm - clospan [5], bide [6]. Clospan algorithm is
improved on the basis of prefixspan algorithm, it
compares size of the projection database on the basis of
the pruning strategy, rather than directly to determine the
containment relationship between the sequential patterns
to speed up the mining speed. However, clospan
algorithm can only analyze the static database, when log
database changes, clospan algorithm needs to analyze the
entire database again. Ding Yuan, et al. proposed
incremental mining algorithm of closed sequential
patterns - cispan algorithm [10], which is improved on the
basis of clospan algorithm, and only mines the new added
sequential patterns, then comprehensives the original
mining results of clospan algorithm, finally, gets frequent
sequential patterns after increment. In this paper,
according to the characteristics of alert information. we
put forward the method of using incremental mining
algorithm of closed sequential patterns to analyze the vast
amount of alert log, and get some good results.
Many sequential patterns database have some
characteristics of their own, such as DNA sequential
patterns usually requires mining the continuous frequent
sequential patterns. In the alert log, the alert information
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which are reflected by complex invasion behaviors also
have limited gap in sequential patterns databases. Cludia
Antunes, et al. proposed the prefixspan algorithm [7] with
gap constraints, which is based on a new method of
generating projection database, and can be used for
analyzing such mining of sequential patterns with gap
constraints, reduces useless frequent sequential patterns
formation. Chun Li, et al. proposed the bide algorithm [8]
with gap constraints to analyze closed sequential patterns
with gap constraints, it has some advantages of bide
algorithm, such as no need to generate candidate
sequential patterns. In this paper, on the basis of cispan
algorithm and according to the characteristics of gap
constraints of alert sequential patterns, we add gap
constraints and use this method to analyze alert log and
reduce the formation of redundant alert information.

3 Cispan Algorithm with Gap Constraints
3.1 Related Definition
DEFINITION 1. Let I = {i1, i2, ..., in } be a project set. A
subset of I is called an item set. Sequence s =< t1,t2, ...,
tm > (t j ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) is an ordered item set, without
loss of generality, assuming that all items in project set
are already sorted in a certain order(for example, in
alphabetical order). The size of sequence |s| refers to the
number of item sets in the sequence. The length of
sequence is described below:
m

l(s) = ∑ l|ti |

(1)

i=1

It refers to the number of all items in sequence.
DEFINITION
2.
Given
two
sequences
a =< a1 , a2 , ..., am > and b =< b1 , b2 , ..., bn >, if there is
a group of integers i1 < i2 < ... < in that makes a1 = bi1 ,
a2 = bi2 , ..., am = bin , then a is contained by b, or a is a
subsequence of b. It also can be expressed as a ⊆ b(If a is
not equal to b, it can be expressed as a ⊂ b. If b contains a
and their support degrees are equal, then b absorbs a).
Givenδ , if ik − ik−1 ≤ δ , then a is the δ − distance
subsequence of b, it can be expressed as a ⊆ b. If δ = 1,
then a is the continuous subsequence of b.
DEFINITION 3. The support degree of sequence a is the
number of sequences which are contained by sequential
patterns database −D:
support(a) = |{s|s ⊆ Danda ⊆ s}|

(2)

Given a minimum support degree −min − sup, the
frequent sequential patterns set (FS) contains all of the
sequences that it’s support degree is not less than
min − sup.
DEFINITION 4. If sequence a is a frequent sequential
patterns in sequential patterns database −D and there is
not the sequence b, which is super-sequence of sequence
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a, which have same support degree as sequence a, then a
is a closed sequential pattern.
DEFINITION 5. Given a sequence s =< t1 ,t2 , ...,tm >
and an item set a, s ⋄s a =< t1 ,t2 , ...,tm , {a} > is called
sequence extension, we call S-extension, which means
that we can generate a new sequence by adding a new
item set a to the end of original sequence s.
sS⋄I a =< t1 ,t2 , ...,tm
{a} > if ∀k ∈ tm , k < a is called item set extension, we
call I-extension.
According to the characteristics of the alert information,
there is only one piece of alert message at any time, so in
definition 1, t j , 1 jmonly have one item set, and it can be
simplified into item. In this paper, sequence s is an
ordered set which contains m items. In definition 4, if
< abc > is a closed sequential pattern, but < ab >,
< bc > are not closed sequential patterns. Since the size
of each item set is 1, we only use S-extension to make
frequent sequential patterns grow.

3.2 Cispan Algorithm with Gap Constraints
Yan [5], et al. used a new pruning method on the basis of
prefixspan algorithm, he found two sequences s and s′ , if
s ⊆ s′ and I(Ds ) = l(D′s ), then for any of item C in project
set D′s , support(s ⋄ c) = support(s′ ⋄ c). According to the
above findings, he proposed two pruning methods backward sub-pattern pruning method and backward
super-pattern pruning method. When extending the
sequence s′ , at first we determine whether there is a
sequence s that has extended, which makes (1)s′ ⊂ s or
(2)s ⊂ s′ , if so ,we can stop extending sequence s. When
condition meets (1), we can directly stop extending s′ .
When condition meets (2), we don’t extend s′ , instead, we
directly transplant the offspring of s to the offspring of s′ .
When combining with gap constraints, the paper [8] put
forward a perfixspan algorithm with gap constraints,
when extending an element, the author puts forward a
method, which records all the positions that the element
appears in each of sequence in the database, rather than
records the first positions that the elements appears in
each of sequence in the database, but each of sequence in
the sequential patterns database can only increase support
degree count of the element at most once.
Cispan algorithm is future improved on the basis of
clspan algorithm to speed up the speed of mining
incremental database. Cispan algorithm divides the
incremental operation into two steps - remove and insert.
When sequence s grows for s′ , cispan algorithm first
removes sequence s, then inserts sequence s′ . Let I be the
inserted sequence, let R be the removed sequence, let U
be the unchanged sequence. Let IS be the frequent
sequence that appears in I, let Li be the prefix case that
contains all sequences in IS. Let US be the frequent
sequence that appears in U, let Lo′ be the sequence that
contains all sequences in US.
Cispan algorithm [10] is divided into three steps:
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1.For each frequent sequence that appears in I, we call
incclospan algorithm to mine Li
2.Modifying Lo of the original database. When a
sequence appears in R, reducing the count. When the
count is less than the minimum support degree,
removing corresponding node of this sequence, finally
we get Lo′
3.Merging Lo′ and Li recursively. During merging,
recursively traversing each node in preorder. Since Li
is the new inserted prefix case, when the structure of
corresponding node of Lo′ is not same as that of Li ,
modifying the corresponding node of s. Step 2 and
step 3 detailed see the cispan algorithm [10] of Ding,
Yuan, et al.
The details of step 1 are described below:
STEP 1 Since the engineering need, we introduce the gap
constraints and in the experiment use the method of
generating projection database which was proposed by
Chun Li, et al. [8] Because of the allowance of memory
capacity, projection is pseudo projection, which directly
records the positions that each item appears in the
database into memory. GCincclospan algorithm is shown
in below.
GCincclospanMining (D’, min sup,δ ,Li )
Input: incremental database D’, minimum support degree
min sup, parameter of gap constraints δ
Output: all closed sequential patterns sets Li in I
1.Find s which meets conditions below
s appears in I
s is frequent in database D′
2.For each sequence that appears in I
3.Call incclospan (s, D′s , min sup, δ , Li )
GCincclospan (s, D′s , min sup,δ , Li )
Input: sequence s, projection database Ds , minimum
support degree min sup, parameter of gap constraints δ
Output: incremental prefix searching case Li

1.Check whether there is sequence s′ in L, which makes
(1) s′ ⊂ s or (2) s ⊂ s′ , and I(Ds ) = I(D′s ).
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2.If there is s′ that meets (2), then directly return. If
there is s′ that meets (1), then make the pointer of
offspring of s′ in L point to offspring of s, and return
3.If there isn’t s′ , then inert s into Li
4.Scan Ds , then find frequent item a that meets
conditions below, and for s use a to S-extension
5.Only appear in each sequence’s position beginning 1
to in Ds
Fig. 1: Performance comparison for 1681 log number

6.If there are two sequences that contains a in Ds , but
they are the same sequence in the original database,
then increase the count only once
7.There is sequence in I that contains a
8.If there isn’t such a, then return
9.For each a that meets 4
10.Call incclospan (s ⋄ a, Ds ⋄ a, min up,δ , Li )
Return
In step 1, X. Yan, et al. skillfully use hash table to find
all the sequences which have equal I(Ds ), then judge
whether there is inclusive relationship, this method
greatly improves the algorithm’s efficiency (complexity is
optimized from O(n2 ) to O(n)). The main difference
between GCincClospan algorithm and clospan algorithm
is that for GCincClospan the mined frequent sequence
must appear in I and it introduces gap constraints.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental data is the testing sample - Lincoln
Laboratory Scenario(DDos) 1.0 [9] which is provided by
DARPA 2000, experimental platform environment is 4
cores inter(R) Xeon(TM), CPU frequency is 3.2 GHZ,
memory is 4G, OS is Linux, kernel version is 2.6.9,
compiler is GCC 3.2.3, programming language is c++.
We put destination IP and source IP in each alert record as
an IP pair. In experiment, we use two red-black tree’s
structures to make IP and s id in sequential patterns
database constitute one-to-one mapping relationship,
according to the order of alert time relationship, alert
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information of the IP pair in log constitute the
corresponding sequence of its mapping sequence - s id.
We set minimum support degree - min sup to 3, gap
constraint to 1, according to the help document [9] of
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, the attacker first scans the
whole network segment to determine which host running
the sadmind service, then uses the sadmind vulnerability
to carry out buffer overflow attack, and successfully
controls three machines - 172.16.112.10, 172.16.112.20,
172.16.112.50. We use prefixspan algorithm, clospan
algorithm and cispan algorithm to analyze alert log, and
successfully pick up the alert sequence information from
three invaded machines.
We compare the spending time of prefixspan algorithm,
clospan algorithm and cispan algorithm, and separately
analyze the logs that their log number are 1681, 85930
and 688134. For each log we divide the log into four
paragraphs to simulate incremental process, at first use
program to analyze the first paragraph log, then use the
second paragraph log as increment, make program
continue to analyze the new generation of log database,
and use the third and the fourth paragraphs of log as
increment in turn with program analyzing. Each
paragraph’s increment of three logs are 100, 5000 and
20000. The results are shown in figure 1, figure 2 and
figure 3, in first processing time which three algorithms
need is similar, in the later log growth, cispan algorithm
only needs to analyze the new incremental log, which
greatly accelerates the processing speed, however,
clospan algorithm and prefixspan algorithm have to deal
with the whole sequential patterns database again. All in
above confirm that in analyzing the intrusion detection
log, cispan algorithm based on increment is better than
prefixspan algorithm and cloapan algorithm in efficiency.
We also compare the performance of three algorithms in
information compression. Cispan algorithm and clospan
algorithm gets 133 items of information separately when
analyzing the log of 1681 log number, and prefixspan
algorithm gets 211 items of information. When analyzing
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analyzing large amount of log, there may be running out
of memory, this problem is worth further researching and
improving for us in order to find a more appropriate
algorithm to analyze alert log.
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